TECHNICAL EVENTS
EVENT NAME:

Gem of Technovate

EVENT DESCRIPTION:
A quest to find the Geek of the geeks. The
entire placement process is carried out in this event to give you a wholesome
experience.
No of Rounds: 4
Round 1: Aptitude questions ( Both technical and non technical )
Round 2: Coding in any language of your choice ( Logical programming )
Round 3: Technical panel ( Subjects are Data structure, Data base, Operating
system and Object oriented concepts )
Round 4: General panel
Rules:
1. Individual event
2. Bring your resume for 3rd round and your file for 4th round.
3. First round on day1 and remaining rounds on day 2.

EVENT NAME

: Ex-Materia

Event description
: To analyse the basic knowledge in the structure of
the program and to check your skills in the development of algorithms.
No of Rounds: 2
Round 1: MCQs in data structure (Paper based)
Round 2: Implementing algorithms (In Computer).
Rules:
1. Individual event
2. Round 1: 45 mins
3. Round 2: 1 hour (3-5 Programs)
4. Shortlisted people will receive information by evening on the same day.
5. If shortlisted in Round 1, the candidate should appear next day for Round 2.

EVENT NAME:

Web sequel

EVENT DESCRIPTION: Crossover of the two used technologies web and
database.
NO OF ROUNDS: 2
Round 1: General MCQ questions on web and database.
Round 2: Database queries and module development
RULES:
1. Individual event
2. Jury’s decision is final.

EVENT NAME

: Code Mania

EVENT DESCRIPTION
expose your coding skills.

: A debugging and programming round to

No of rounds : 2
Round 1: MCQs type questions in which you have to find the output of
program and find the error in the code. (paper-pen)
Round 2: Online programming (3 – 5 programs in Hackerrank )
Rules:
1.Individual event.
2. Plagiarism is strictly prohibited.

EVENT NAME:

PAPER EXPOSITION.

EVENT DESCRIPTION:
Expose your ideas on any recent trends in
Computer technology by proposing a paper at Technovate 2k19.
RULES::
RULE 1:Maximum of two authors per paper.
RULE 2: Each team can present their paper for 5 min followed by a 2 min query
session.
RULE 3: The abstract and paper must be sent to onlineevents@gctit.com.
RULE 4: Last date for submission of abstract is Mar 04, 2019.
RULE 5: Paper must be in IEEE format.
RULE 6: Participants must bring soft copy in pen drive and one hard copy for
the symposium.

EVENT NAME:

PROJECT EXPOSITION

EVENT DESCRIPTION:
Demonstrate your innovative ongoing or
completed project to us and grab away the prize for the deserving project.
Participants:

Individual or Team

RULES:
RULE 1: We don't encourage presentation of already existing project model
RULE 2: The abstract of your project should be sent to onlineevents@gctit.com.
RULE 3: The last date for sending abstracts is March 04, 2019.
RULE 4: The participants must carry the project report and the implementation
code(software project) or the working model (hardware project).
RULE 5: Participants must bring soft copy in pen drive and one hard copy for
the symposium.

NON-TECHNICAL EVENTS
EVENT NAME

: Treasure Hunt

EVENT DESCRIPTION
: A puzzle hunt, in which you should use your
brainpower to solve the puzzles and explore places.
No of rounds : 2
Round 1: Puzzle solving.(paper-pen)
Round 2: Treasure Hunt.
Rules:
1.Individual or group event.
2. Max 4 per team.

EVENT NAME

: APTI MIND

EVENT DESCRIPTION
arithmetics.

: Join us and solve the wizard of puzzles and

NO OF ROUNDS: 2
Round 1: General aptitude and puzzles.
Round 2: Logical and analytical questions.
Both rounds are paper based.
RULES:
Lonely fox are allowed.

EVENT NAME

: Corporate Monster

EVENT DESCRIPTION: A quest to find the business talent that is hidden
within the students.
NO OF ROUNDS: 2
Round 1:
1. Find the logos
2. Identify the company from the tagline.
3. You have to take a product from a box being blind folded and design a poster
for advertising it to us.
Round 2:
B plan.
RULES:
Only two per team.

EVENT NAME:

Orator’s battle.

EVENT DESCRIPTION:
Battle field is only for Warriors. An opportunity
to express your ideas and thoughts.
NO OF ROUNDS: 3
Round 1 : English Vocabulary
Round 2 : Any one of the following events
Movie Review.
Shipwreck.
Block and Tackle.
Topics will be given on the spot.
Round 3 : Surprise Event.

RULES:
1.Individual Event.
2.Participants should have a good knowledge in English.

EVENT NAME:

IPL Auction

EVENT DESCRIPTION: A best platform to showcase your cricket passion
and auction skills all at once.
NO OF ROUNDS: 2
Round 1: Questions related to cricket
Round 2: Actual IPL auction procedure is followed.
RULES:
1. Maximum participants per team is 3.
2. Jury’s decision is final.

EVENT NAME:

Quizzler

EVENT DESCRIPTION: This event is a fest for the practical thinkers and
puzzle solvers.
NO OF ROUNDS: 2
Round 1: General MCQ questions and puzzles
Round 2: Guess the personality, connection and rapid fire.
RULES:
1. Maximum participants per team is 3.
2. Jury’s decision is final.

ONLINE EVENTS
EVENT NAME:

Tik Tok

EVENT DESCRIPTION: A platform to prove your acting skill.
RULES:
1. Individual participation
2. Send your video to onlineevents@gctit.com mentioning your name, year,
department and college.
3. Jury’s decision is final.

EVENT NAME:

Meme

EVENT DESCRIPTION: Bring out your out of box thinking skills.
RULES:
1. Individual participation
2. Send your meme to onlineevents@gctit.com mentioning your name, year,
department and college.
3. Jury’s decision is final.

EVENT NAME

:

Photoholic

EVENT DESCRIPTION: Are you addicted to taking photographs? Then
this is one which you should attend.
RULES:
1. Individual participation
2. Send your pics to onlineevents@gctit.com mentioning your name, year,
department and college.
3. Jury’s decision is final.

EVENT NAME:

Online coding

EVENT DESCRIPTION: Prove that you are an excellent coder by solving
all the problems given by us in hackerrank.
RULES:
1. Individual participation
2. Link: https://hackerrank.com/technovate-online-coding
3. Jury’s decision is final.

EVENT NAME:

Online quiz

EVENT DESCRIPTION: Explore your technical and non-technical side
through aptitude. Attend the online contest posted from 27th Feb to 3rd March.
RULES:
1. Individual participation
2. Register using the link http://goo.gl/forms/1Dc7RIJhfrxRDiGU2
3. Top performer of each day will be selected for the final round.

